SPACE SAVING STARTS WITH GEARBOSS

There is never enough space and there is always too much stuff. Too often clutter and access problems make the storage areas unusable and a huge point of frustration and lost time. GearBoss delivers a unique solution that increases your storage capacity by as much as 50 - 75%, while greatly improving organization and access. GearBoss carts also give you the ability to roll the entire team’s equipment closer to the point of use. You can even secure the cart under stairs, in the hall or right in the gym, creating temporary storage space where you never had it before.

• Win back 50%+ capacity in your storage areas
• Achieve cubic density
• Improve ease and speed of access to equipment
• Create secure transitional/temporary storage around your facility
• Get storage closer to points of use

It is critical to think in terms of cubic volume and to pack cubic volume as densely as possible. With traditional methods this usually translates into boxes on top of boxes, piles in front of piles and a complete lack of visual inventory and access. No other solution allows you to achieve such dense cubic volume while greatly improving access and organization.

“Previously we had two storage rooms side by side, separated by a support wall. With the GearBoss system, we now need just one-third of the storage space for the same amount of equipment. With the space we saved, we converted one room into a coach’s work room, something we never had before.”

- Dan Johnson, CMAA, Athletic Director
Hopkins High School,
Minnetonka, MN
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